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Abstraot

The name of Isidorus of Seville holds a very special
place in the history of cartography. He was the
first one to create in 600 A.D. the so~called 'wheel
map' of
the
"T-O" type based on the ancient.
geographic knowledge. The sketch supplemented to the
text of "Beginnings and Etymology" depicts the
Oycumene in the Biblical traditions. The 'wind rose'
with 12 beams made by the Spanish scholar is also
interesting.

Only a little more than 500 years ago engraving and
printing of maps became possible. The cartographers
of nowadays creating the new generation of topical,
digital, electronic maps should remember the name of
t,he archbishop of Seville,Isidorus (560-70-636 A.D.)
With the general decline of scientific knowledge the
church people tried to interpret geographical and
cartographic data from the Biblical pOint of view.
According to the' historical geographer from Yaroslavl,Russia,professor Dr.Ditmar(1911-1989), Isidorus of Seville was one of those who systematized
the scientific knowledge ./21 Having stUdied the
classical heritage he put out his own cosmographic
and geographic views in accordance with the Biblical
traditions. It-s worth mentioning tHat the scho~
lar-encyclopaedist imagined Oycumene as a flat disc
with the centre in Jerusalem. As a theoretical basis
for this he could have meant the quote from the
Bible: "This is Jerusalem, which I have set in the
centre of the nations, with countries all around
her" <Ezekiel 5:5).
(see Figure 1)
While at this titanic work he used the works of Yuli
Solin. Marcian
Capella.
Ambrosius
Pheodosius
Macrobius which dwelled upon the characteristics of
the inhabited part of the earth. the borders and
natural features' of the Oycumene. /1,31
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Figure 1. Pictorial map of Jerusalem

/91

According to E.Preston and G.Martin.
the specific
feature of that time was the general decline of
cartographic art ./7/ The plans of the explored
areas compiled earlier were lost .; i.e. coastlines).
The monks sketching maps in the peace of monasteries
included pictures of the 'tomb of the God'
in
.Jerusalem. the Paradise '.-lith Adam and Eve. That led
to the considerable distortion of the continents'
c;oaE.tlines as well as the borders of the then-known
countries. /8/
On becoming
the
Bishop
of Seville after his
brother's death, Isidorus got interested in studying
the world of nature around him and historic past.
His works "On the Nature of Things" and "Beginnings
and Etymology" actually became encyclopaedias of the
time.
Another Russian scholar from Moscow.A.V.Postnikov
believes that Isidorus made about 600 A.D. the first
so-called 'wheel maps' of the"T-O"type.But they were carved on wood and printed complete wit.h legend
only in 1472. Thue. the t.own of Augsburg at the foot
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Figure 2. The' map of oycumene of the "T-O" type
compiled by Isidorus of Seville
(about 600 A.D.) and the faximile of
a page frQm his work.
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of the Bavarian Alps became the birthplace of the
very first printed map. /5.2.4/
Not going into detail of the text of "Beginnings
and Etymology". though very interesting for the
historical geography,we"ll look at the plan. Oycumene is shown as three continents <Asia,Africa,Europe)
surrounded by sea.Asia occupies the eastern, upper
part of the circle (signed "Shem"), Europe occupies
the north-western part (signed "Japheth"). Africa
the south-western part (signed "Ham"). The continents on this map are separated by a body of water
in the shape of 'T' inside the circle. It got the
name 'Big and wide mediterranean sea" suggested by
Yuli Solin.Isidorus
was the first to use this
descriptive term as a proper name./8/ Later they
interpreted the horizontal line of the 'T' as the
Nile (in the south') and the Tanais (in the north).
The Isidorus' map is east-oriented for the east
('oriens")
is depicted in the upper part of the
picture. west('occidens') at the bottom.north ('septentrio") on the left,south ('meridies" Jon the right.
(see Figure 3)

Figure 3. The oval map of the world of the Spanish
monk Beat of Lievan (776 A.D. )
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The supplemented oval map of the world made bv a
Spanish monk Beat of Lievan (776 A .. D, ).
Unlike the
round medieval 'wheel maps'-sketches it shows the
fourth continent across the South ()cean. ,/2.7/
The ··Etvmology' of the Spanish scholar also includes the picture of a 'wirid-rose' of 12 beams. The
small circle depict~ Earth or the whole world (signed 'Cosmoe;' or
'l:-'lundo'). The space between small
and big circles is divided into 12 sectors. where
the Greek-Latin names are followed by the wind characteristics. The most important of them are the
north wind - Septentrius, or Aparctius,the east wind
- Apheliot,south wind
Avstrus,or Notus, western
wind - Zephyr.
According to A.B.Ditmar,
the greatest explorer of
the ancient classical geography in the former USSR,
the 'wind-rose' with 12 beams have been borrowed by:
Baeele 'the
Venerable ( "On the Nature of Things",
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Figure 4, Different types of 'roses' - the
diagrammes of repeated directions
and values of phenomena.
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YII-YlIIc. ), Gonorius of Augustodun ("On Depicting
the World", Xllc.), Vincent of Bovae ("The Mirror of
Nature" .Xllc.), Albert
the Great in Xlllc. and
others, and also described by Piarre d'Eyie in his
work "The Picture of the World"(1410).
Some manuscripts of IX-X centuries kept in the
libraries of Paris, Milan and St.Petersburg are also
of great historic interest.
'Wind-rose' is widely
used nowadays not only in meteorology, but also in
economic and social cartography./6/ (see Figure 4)
According to the famous French geographer of the XIX
century L.Vivien de-Saint-Martin, geography as well
as cartography
~n
all times and with all nations
closely followed the civilization and was, to some
extent. the measure of its progress"./l/ In this
sense, the works of Isidorus of Seville appear to be
a kind of bridge from the medieval geography to the
geography and cartography of the modern times.
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